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1. OPENING OF PROCEEDINGS BY THE GHAIÎ MAN OF THE BOARD 

The CHAIRMAN welcomed the members of the Board, particularly the 

two new members》 Dr. Dowling from Australia and Dr. Wickremesinghe 

from Ceylon, 

He read telegrams received from Dr. Bvstafiev,取elorussian SSR, 

and Dr. Vinogradov, USSR, announcing their^inability to attend the 

second session of the Board. He ？regretted the absence of these two 

members. 

The last session had been devoted to organizational matters. The 

transition from an interim to a permanent machinery was in progress. 

The present session would discuss the detailed action needed for the 

implementation of the programme (particularly as regarded priority 

items) adopted by the Health Assembly. Progress had already been made: 

the South—East Asia Regional Office had been established and the 

Directing Council of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau had unanimously 

agreed to the integration of the Bureau with the World Health Organization. 

Preliminary steps had been taken for the establishment of the temporary 

Administrative Office for Europe and for a Regional Office for the 

Eastern Mediterranean» These matters would be discussed during the 

current session. He hoped that the remarkable spirit of mutual 
• • ' , • 

cordiality and harmony which had characterized the. meetings of the last 

two years would continue and prove to the world that international co-

operation was possible among nations• 

2. ADOPTION OF AGENDA (Documsnts EB2/42 Rev-1 and EB2/58) 

The CHAIRMAN invited Da% Wickremesinghe to circulate in writing an 

additional item he proposed. 



It was agreed, on the suggestion of Dr. MACKENZIE, to discuss the 

continuance of the Paris Office at the afternoon session of the Board. 

The lease of the premises was falling in and an urgent decision was 

required. 

. ： t 

• This was agreed. 

The CHAIRMAN proposed that certain items.ш the.agenda (such as 

those concerned with non-govarnraental organizations, personne?, matters, 

constitutional matters, and editorial matters) should be grouped 

together and considered by working parties before discussion in the 

Plenary meeting of tbe Board. 

Dr» HYDE and Dr. MANI supported his suggestion but proposed that 

questions on which there was known to be a difference of opinion, or 

which, on first discussion, gave rise to differences of opinion, should 

be discussed in a plenary meeting of the Board in order to save time in 

working parties. It was agreed that a list shov/ing the provisional 

allocation of items to different working groups should be circulated. 

3. REPORT ÛF THE FIRST SESSION OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD (Documents EB2/1, 

ЕВ2Д Согг. 1 and annexes 1 - 1 1 ) . 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL read the following paragraph to be inserted at 

the end of section 18, page 12, of document EB2/1. 

”The Executive Board also established the salary of the Deputy 

Director-General at $15,000 and of the Assistant Director-General at 

#13,500. It also authorized a 1949 hospitality fund of $10,.000 for 

allocation at the discretion of the Director-General with a pro rata 

proportion of that amount for hospitality in 194&" 

It was agreed to incorporate this paragraph in the report. 

The Board then considered the report as a whole. The following 

alterations were suggested. 



Section 6: Pan American Sanitary Organization (page 4) 

Dr. HYDE proposed the deletion of the words, "which had served 

under the Interim Commission", since the members of the Negotiating 

Committee had been appointed as individuals and Dr. Zozaya had not been 

a member of the Interim Coramissiom 

This deletion was approved. 

Footnote t o page 4: excerpt from EB/Min/6 

Dr# EVANG proposed the deletion of this footnote on the ground that 

it gave the erroneous impression that there had been a difference of 

opinion between himself and Dr» Hyde, while in fact his own remarks 

concerned normal operations and those of Dr» Hyde referred to emergency 

measure 

The footnote was agreed to be unnecessary to the final version and 

its deletion was approved. 

Section XI: Appointment of Expert Committees 

Dr. MACKENZIE proposed the deletion in paragraph (a) (vi) of the 

words "and a panel of additional members11, and in paragraph (x) of the 

words "plus a panel of specialized members." 

’ * ：‘ * 

The Board at its first session had agreed only to the establishment 

of nuclear committees; the panel of additional members "would be discussed 

at the present session^ 

After reference to the minutes of the relevant meetings of the first 
• • ' . . - •.、 • 

session these deletions were approved» 

• • • • • -.. • 

Section 22: Communication from the Hiilippine Delegation 

Dr. MACKENZIE thought the sxisting text confused two distinct sub-

jects； the request for help from the Philippine delegation and the 

establishment of a regional office. 



After discussion the following alternative text was agreed; 

r,22. Communication from the Philippine and Chinese Delegations 

HAt its seventh meeting the Board took note of a latter 

addressed by the Philippine delegation to the Chairman of the Assem-

bly which 

(1) requested the establishment of a regional office of the 

Western Pacific area in the Philippines; (2) stated that particular 

health problems due to war devastation required emergency measures, 

and asked what assistance could be given by WîîO* I 

"The Board noted also that the Chinese delegation had 

requested the establishment of a regional office in China• 

"With regard to (1)} it was stated that no regional office 
could be established without the consent of a majority of the 
Members of the area concerned»1’ 

"With regard to (2)， the Beard agreed to the proposal of the 

Director-General to send a sanitary engineer to the Philippines and 

to prepare a brief report on the particular health problems due to 

war devastation in the Philippines for sutmission to the Board at a 

later session.11 

23. Relations with FAO 

Dr* EVANG thought the terms "greater representation from "WHO" (in 

paragraph b(i) and "should include a member nominated by ТОЮ" (in para-

graph b(ii ) , did not reflect the spirit of the discussion on the 

relations between WHO and FAO. It had -been agreed that the organizations 

should have balanced membership on joint committees^ He asked for a 

memorandum on the machinery and technique of relations with TOO to be cir-

culated before consideration of items 40 and 41 of thu agenda. 

Di\ FORREST (Secretariat) explained that the two -paragraphs referred 

to different committees。 It was expected that three members from WHO 

would attend the Standing Advisory Cornmittee on Nutrition in 1949• The 

FAO Standing Advisory Committee on Rural Welfare was a smaller organiza-

tion with a limited budget» A paper on relations with FAO was being 

prepared and could include a section o.n this point• 

Dr. MACKENZIE thought that the sentence (on page 14) 5 "it was agreed 

that the machinery suggested b/ the Interim Commission should 

read " suggested by the Director-General … … • … “ 



i 

Dr. FORREST recalled that the suggestion had emanated from the 

Executive Secretary and been approved b/ the Interim Commissioru The 

wording might more properly be "machinery approved by the Interim Con>-

mission11* 

It was agreed that this point also should be covered in the genera1 

paper on relations with FAO» 

Decision: The Report of the first Session was adopted as amended, 

with the exception of Section 23： Relations with FAO. 

4, PUBLICATION OF THE REPORTS OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD (Document EB2/2) 

(Item of the Agenda) 

The CHAIRMAN explained that the effect of the proposal would be 

publication, after approval, of the reports of the Executive Board in 

the Official Records of WHO# The minutes would be mimeographed and 

distributed but would not be printed. 

He added that the word "not11 in the last paragraph on page 1 of 

document EB2/2 was a typing error and should be deleted, 

Dr« MACKENZIE, while in agreement in regard to the printing of the 

reportsд proposed that they should be formally approved subject to 

factual corrections being submitted within.a specified time—limit after 

the close of each session» 

Decision: To publish the reports of the Executive Board in the 

Official Records of WHO, allowing a period of four weeks after the 

close of each session for the submission ty factual corrections• 

5. ALLOCATION OF AGENDA ITEMS TO WORKING GROUPS (Document EB?/42,Rev.l) 
(Item 2 of the Agenda) 

The CHAIRMAN ilead out the suggested allocation of agenda items to 

working groups and called for observations ón the proposed distribution. 
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Dr» van den BERG wondered whether item 32.1 - Use of UN Library-

facilities at Geneva - could properly be included in the agenda of the 

working group on editorial matters and publications. 

Dr. HYDE felt that item 32.1 might be assigned to that working group 

for preliminary, consideration. 

\
 -

He suggested that item 13*4 - Draft agreements between the regional 

organizations of WHO and their "host" governments - might entail lengthy 

discussioii and should be referred to the working group on constitutional 

matters. 

Dr. Hyde's proposal, supported b.y the CHAIRMAN and Dr. van den BERG, 

was adopted. 

Decision: The following allocation of agenda items and membership 

of the respective working groups was agreed upon: 

Agenda items Committee or Working Group Membership Secretary 

46 A -Standing Committee on Dr. Dowling Dr. Grzegorzewski 

Non-governmental Dr. Kozusznik 

Organizations Dr. Mackenzie 

Dr. de Paula Souza 

Dr. Yung 

5, 6 В -Working Group on Dr. Gear Mr Stencek 

Personnel Matters Dr. Hafezi 

Dr. Kozusznik 

13 .4 , 14 С -Woiking Group on Dr. van den Berg Mr. Zarb 
(14.1, 14.2 Constitutional Dr. Evang 
к 14 .3) , 15 Matters Dr. Hyde 

Dr. Mackenzie 

Col. .Mani 

Prof. Parisot 

Dr. Stampar 

22, 23 D -Working Group on Dr. Hyde Dr. Howard-Jones 

(23.1 Se 23.2) Editorial Matters Prof. Parisot 
24, 32.1 and Publications Dr. Stampar 

Dr. Wickremesinghe 

Dr. Zozaya 

The CHAIRMAN stated that the times and places of meetings would be 

announced in the course of the afternoon after consultât丄on with the 

Director-General• He added that it might also be necessary to establish 
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a working group on financial matters> although the need might not arise 

since the whole Executive Board would deal with such questions* 

In reply to a question by Dr* Gear,'the CHAIRMAN stated that each 

member ms free to attend the meetings of any working group in which he 

was especially ipterested^ 

. • 1 

The meeting rose at 12 noon 
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1» OPENING OF PROCEEDINGS BY THE CHAIRMAN OF Tiffi BOARD 

The CHAIRMAN welcomed the members of the Board；, particularly the 

two new members, Dr. Dowling from Australia and Dr. "ffickramesinghe 

from Ceylon. 

He read telegrams received from Dr„ Evstafiev, Byelorussian SSR, 

and Dr. Vinogradov, TJSSR^ announcing their inability to attend the 

second session of the Board. He Regretted the absence of these two 

members, 

. H e last session had been devoted to organizational matters. The 

transition from an interim to a permanent machinery was in progress» 

The present session would, discuss the detailed action needed for the 

implementation of the programme (particularly as regarded priority 

items) adopted by the Health Assembly. Progress had already been made: 

the South-East Asia Regiona]. Office had been established and the 

Directing Council of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau had unanimously 

agreed to the integration of th3 Bureau with the World Health Organization. 

Preliminary steps had been taken, for the establishment of the temporary 

Administrative Office for Europe and for a Regional Office for the 

Eastern Mediterranean 、 These matters would be discussed during the 

current session» He hoped that the remarkable spirit of mutual, 

cordiality arid harmony which had characterized the meetings of the last 

two years would continue and prove to the world that international co-

operation was possible among nations» 

ADOPTION OF AGÉNDA (Docimiánts EB2/42 Rev:Л and EB2/5S) 

The CHAIRMAN invited Dr. Wickremesinghe to circulate in writing an 

additional item he proposed» 
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It was agreed； on the suggestion of Dr. MACKENZIE，to 

discuss at the afternoon meeting of the Board whether WHO 

wished to take over the Paris Office premises when the Office 

was dissolved。 The lease of the premises was falling in and 

an urgent decision was required0 

The CHAIRMAN proposed that certain items on the agenda 
‘ . • . . . . 

• . • . ...' 

(such as those concerned with non-governmental organizations^ 

personnel matters, constitutional matters, and editorial matters) 

should be grouped together and considered by working parties 

before discussion in the plenary meeting of the Board, 

Dr. HYDE and Dr» МАЖ supported his suggestion but proposed 

that questions on which there -yvas loiowi to be a difference of 

opinion, or which, on first discussion， gave rise to differences 

of opinion, should be direussed in a plenary moetinc of the 

Board in order to save time in working parties, It was agreed 

that a list showing the provisional allocation of items to 

different working groups should be circulated。 

/ ^ 3 . REPORT OF THE FIRST SESSION OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD 

(Documents EB2/l^ EB2/1 Corr. 1 and annexes 1 - ll)e 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL read the following paragraph to be 

inserted at the end of section 18, page 12, of document EB2/lt 

"The Executive Board also established the salary of 

the Deputy Dire с to r-General at $15,000 and of the 

Assistant Director — General at 巷 13.^00。 It also authorized 

a 1949 hospitality fund of $10,000. far allocation at the 

discretion of the Direсtor-General with я pro rata 

proportion of that amount for hospitality in 1948," 

It was agreed to incorporate this paragraph in the report. 

The Board then considered the report as a whole. The 

following alterations were suggested。 
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Dr., HYDE proposed the deletion of the words, "which had served 

under the Interim Commission11; since the members of the Negotiating 

Committee had been appointed rs individuals and Dr* Zozaya had not been 

a member of the Interim Goramission, 

This deletion was approved* 

Footnote to p^ge 4: excerpt from EB/Min/6 

Di% EVi\NG proposed the deletion of this footnote on th-э ground that 

it gave the erroneous impression that there had been a difference of 

opinion between himself and Dr, Hyda^ while in fact his ovm remarks 

concerned normal operations and those of Dr。 Hyde referred to emergency 

measures. 

The footnote was agreed to be unnecessary to the final version rand 

its deletion was approved. 

Section 11: Appoirrbmervb of Expert Committees 

Dr. MACKENZIE proposed the deletion in paragraph (a) (vi) of the 

words "and a panel of additional members1、 and in paragraph (x) of the 

words "plus a panel of specialized members 

The Board at its first session had agreed only to the establishment 

of nuclear committees; the panel of additional manbers would be discussed 

at the present session* 

After reference to the minutes of the relevant meetings of the first 

session these deletions were approved» 

Section 22: Communication from the Riilippine Delegation 

Di% MACKENZIE thought the existing text confused two distinct sub-

ejects: the request for help from the Philippine delegation and the 

establishment of a regional office. 



After" discussion the following alternative text was agreed? 

"22• Communication from the Philippine and Chinese Delegations 

{îAt its seventh meeting the Board took note of a letter 

addressed by the Philippine delegation to the Chairman of the . 

Assembly which 

(1) requested tho establishment of a regional office of the 

Western Pacific area in the Philippines; (2) stated that 

particular health problems due to war devastation required 

emergency measures, and asked what assistance could be given by WHO, 

"The Board noted also that the Chinese delegation had 

requested the establishment of a regional office in China。 

îrWith regard to (l)5 it was stated, tha- no regional office 

could be established without the consent of a majority of the 

Members of the area concerned。" 

"V/ith regard to (2)， the Board agreed to the proposal of the 

Dire с to r-Gene ral to send a sanitary engineer to the Philippines and 

to prepare a brief report on the particular health problems duo to 

war devastation- in the Philippines for s ubmission to the Board at 

-a later session»" 

23• Relations with FAQ 

Dr。EVANG thought the terms "greater représentation from ТШ0" (in 

paragraph b(i) and "should include a member nominated by WHO" (in para-

graph b(ii)5 did not reflect the spirit of the discussion on the 

relations between WHO and F A O ‘ I t had been agreed that the organiza-

tions should have balanced membership on joint committees. He asked 

for a memorandum on the ш^сМпегу and technique of relations with WHO to 

be circulated before consideration of items 40 and 41 of the- agenda. 

Dr» FORREST (Secretariat) explained that the two paragraphs 

referred to different committeesл It was expected that three members 

from WHO would attend the proposed Joint Committee on Nutrition in 1949. 

The FAO Standing Advisory Committee on Rural Welfare was a purely FAO 

committee and the Rural ？s elfare Division of FAO had a very limited 

budget. A paper on relations with FAO was being prepared and could 

include a section on this point. 

Dr. MACKENZIE thought that the sentence (on page 14)^ "it was agreed 

that the machinery suggested by the Interim Commission should 

read “ •…suggested by the Dire с tor- Gene ral … • … " 
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Dr- FORREST recalled that the suggestion had emanated from the 

Executive Secretary and been approved by the Interim Commission» The 

wording might more properly be "machinery approved by the Interim Com^ 

mission". 

It was agreed that this point also should be covered in t|ie general 

paper on relations with FAO. • . . 

Decision: The Report of the first session was adopted as amended, 

with the t.:cception of Section 23' Relrticns with FAO с 

4. PUBLICATION OF THE REPORTS OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD (Document EB2/2) 

(Item 3el of the Agenda) 

The CHAIRMAN explained that the effect of the proposal would be 

publication^ after approval3 of the reports of the Executive Board in 

the Official Records of WHO, The minutos would be mimeographed and 

distributed but would not be printed. 

He ？.dded that the word "not" in the last paragraph on page 1 of 

document EB2/2 was a typing error and should be deleted, 

Dr, MâCKHiZIE， while in agreement in regard to the printing of the 

reports, proposed that they should be formally approved subject to 

factual corrections being submitted within a specified time-limit after 

the close of each session^ 

Decision:. To publish tlie reports of the Executive Board in the 

Official Records of WHO/ allov/ing a period of four weeks after the 

close of each session for the submission of factual corrections only 

5- ALLOCATION OF AGENDA ITEMS ТО WORKING GROUPS (Docment EB?/42，Rev,l) 
(Item 2 of the Agenda) 

The CHAIRMAN idead out the suggested allocation of agenda items to 

working groups and called for observations on the proposed distributiorin 
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'!•' .j ‘ -；•• V.... 

.. I • . ‘ “ 
• ‘ 

Dr; van den'BERG wondered whether item 32.1 - Use of UN Library-

facilities at Geneva - could properly* be. included in the agenda of the 
*
 1

 ’ ' ， . ， . . . ,-'...——：- . 

… . ••，. \ . 、••••.•——... “ • 
working group on editorial matters and publicationsT 

• • ！ > ‘' ' • ，-• . • •‘‘‘ 
. • .... • i .V ... • J • •* • 

. • • • • • . . 、 . . • . . . . ' ； • • . . . . . . . . 

Dr. HYDE fait that item 32.1 might be assigned，。• that, working group . 
. • . ] . •• •.::: ...’.:. '.... ‘ • ' ' 

fo*r preliminary consideration, 
,-. . . . . . . . : • : •:.. ‘ ‘ . . 

He suggested that item 13«4 一 Draft • agreements between the regional 

organisations of WHO and their "host" governments 一 might entail lengthy 

discussion and shpuld be referred to the working group on cçnstitutional 
‘ • ¡ ,. . . • •. ... • • • 

. - • . • "... • / . ....... ... ...:- ••• “ • 

matters. 

Dr. Hyde1 s proposal, supported b,., the CHAIRMAN and Dr. van den BERG, 

was adopted. •• 

Decision: The follomng allocation of agenda items and membership 

of the respective Working groups was agreed upon:. 

Agenda items Committee or Working Group Membership Secretary 

46. A -Stañding Committee on Dr. Dowling Dr. Grzegorzewski 

N on-goVe r nm令 nfc ál Dr等 Kozusznik 

.Organizations Dr.' Mackenzie 

Dr. de Paula Souza 

Dr» Yung 

• 5, 6 В -Working Group o.n , Dr。 Gear Ш Stencek 

Personnel Matters Hafezi 

Di-, Kozusznik 

13.4Д 14 С 一 Woiking Group- on Dr. van den B3rg Mr. Zarb 
(14 山 14,2 Constitutional Evang 

& 14.3) , 15. Matters Dr, Hyde • 

Dr. Mackenzie 

Col, • Mani 

Prof• Pariset 

Drv Stainpar 

22, 23 D -Working Group on Dr, Hyde Dr • Howard--Jone s 

(23*1 & 23.2) j Editorial Matters .Prof, Parisot 
24/ 32,1 and Publications- Dr. Stampar 

Dr. Wickremesinghe-

Dr. Zozaya 

The CHAIRMAN stated that the times and places of meetings would be 

announced in the course of the afternoon after consultafc丄on with the 

Director—General* He added that it might also be necessary to establish 
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a working .»up on financial matters, although the need might not arise 

since the "Whole Executive Board would deal with suoh questions» 

In reply to a question by Dn Gear, the CHAIRMAN' stated that each 

member ms free to attend the meoiiings of any working group in which he 

was especially interested* 

The meeting rose at 12 noon 
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Second Session 

PROVISIONAL MINUTES OF THE FIRST MEETING 

CORRIGENDA 

Title page: Insert after list of members; 

"Observers 

United Nations î M. Louis GROS 

FAO: Dr. J.M. LATSKY 

ILOs Dr. Aage GRUT 

Mr. R.E. MANNING 

ICITOî M. Jean ROYER» 

Page para. 1 : Delete first sentence and substitute : 

"It was agreed, on the suggestion of Dr. MACKENZIE, 

to discuss at the afternoon meeting of the Board i/rtiether 

ЩО wished to take over the Paris Office premises when the 

Office was dissolved. The lease " 

W O R L D H E A L T H 

O R G A N I Z A T I O N 
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1 November 1948 

ORIGINAL: ENGLISH 

Second Session 

PROVISIONAL MINUTES OF THE FIRST MEETING 

CORRIGENDA 

Page Ъ, last paragraph but one : Delete second and third sentences 

and substitute: 

"It was expected that three members from WHO would attend 

the proposed Joint Committee on Nutrition in 1949. The 

FAO Standing Advisory Committee on Rural Welfare was a purely 

FAO committee and the Rural Welfare Division of FAO had a 

very limited budget," 

Page 6, line 23: Delete the last thcee words and substitutes 

"of factual corrections only " 


